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PSP is designed for both
experienced studio users who
are looking for a plug-in that

gives them the tools they need
to create perfectly mastered
sound recordings, but also for
those who are looking for an
affordable way to introduce
themselves to the world of

mastering. For more information
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and examples of PSP's features,
please click here. Audio Zephyr
is a standalone application, and

also a pro version of the free
version of our Ultimate limiter
"Audio Zephyr Lite". With both

products combined, you have in
your hands a highly efficient

limiter that allows you to
precisely, quickly and

beautifully control your master
recordings to your heart's

desire. Audio Zephyr Pro allows
you to even further tailor your

mastering to get the best
possible sound out of your

microphones and instruments.
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You can eliminate clicks and
hums during recording and get

the best possible
recording/mastering

experience. MaskingScope is a
versatile, state-of-the-art

professional mastering and
background noise reduction
system. It features two filter

banks with an advanced stereo
delay-line system, operating in
either mono or stereo, allowing
for a wide range of user presets.

It also features an Analogue
noise gate at the input (using
band-pass filtering), limiting of
both individual channels and
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stereo input, automatic sound
level control via level meters,
user-definable level meters in
1/3 octave segments, and final
volume control via level sliders.
MaskingScope is based on the

patent-pending "Advanced
Stereo Delay Line"

methodology. MaskingScope is
based on advanced digital

signal processing and involves
no analogue filters or hardware

operators. It includes three
different compression models:
Linear, Exponential and Fold

Over mode, and an Intelligent
Peak Limiting algorithm.
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MaskingScope includes an
"automated" de-clicker, as well

as the ability to use its noise
reduction feature to attenuate

the click at the beginning of the
track, which is common during
tape duplication. MaskingScope

uses special, optimised
algorithms and cross-fades are
automatically calculated for all

parameters to give you a
consistent master.

MaskingScope is compatible
with all Virtual Studio

Technology emulators, including
Red Giant's VST 3.x and 4.x

applications. MaskingScope is
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compatible with the VSTs of all
major applications, including

Sonar, Pro Tools, Cubase, Logic,
Final Cut Pro, Sony Vegas,

iZotope RX and more. FreqW

PSP Xenon 1.1.1

PSP Xenon Product Key is a full
band, dual-stage limiter plug-in
featuring an integrated Leveller,

advanced K-System metering
and psychoacoustically

optimized wordlength reduction.
This plug-in comes with 64-bit
precision processing throug its

signal path, and it can also
operate at sample rates of up to
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192kHz. Once you experience
for yourself the pristine,

transparent response and
intuitive design of this plug-in, it
will become your "go to" limiter
for mastering and other critical
audio applications. Features of
PSP Xenon Product Key: Ultra-

Broad Frequency Response PSP
Xenon can be used in critical

mastering situations and
features the broadest frequency

range of any limiter. The
180-degree phase-inverted

version of the Leveller works
harmoniously with the limiter in
order to achieve flat frequency
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response (with the caveat that
the limiter cannot provide flat
gain). Integrated Leveller All of
the features of the Leveller are
integrated into the limiter. The
limiter can now be controlled

and optimized in a manner that
is more intuitive and musical,
with six modes providing total
control of signal and distortion.
Advanced K-System Metering

The K-System Meter, the
breakthrough metering system
that debuted on the PSP, offers
an intuitive approach to working
with your mix. Not only does it
help you instantly know where
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your signal strengths are and
how to position your faders, but
it can also reveal any harmonic

distortions that may appear
when boosting the level. This

information is displayed visually
with a vibrant color spectrum,
ensuring that you always have

the information you need
without having to stare at and
strain your eyes. Harmonically

Optimized Word Length
Reduction Included in the K-
System Meter are the most

advanced samples of the HiRes
Audio HOA-2, the industry

leader in word length reduction.
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PSP Xenon now includes this
unique technology, allowing the

word length reduction to be
tuned specifically to the audio

content for the ultimate in
precision. The HOA-2 samples

can be adjusted in 20-point
increments across the spectrum

of pianos and other signals. A
new unit has been added to the
K-System Meter display so that
the user may easily see how to
select the specific settings for
this specialized technology.
High Density Processing The
Leveller, the limiter, and the

meter are all created with high
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density processing, which
provides a sonic quality that is

unmatched in other limiter plug-
ins, and the b7e8fdf5c8
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PSP Xenon 1.1.1

Xenon offers revolutionary 24/7
distortion for real-time
applications. Simply push a
single wheel to choose from 1, 2
or 3 stages of distortion. The
intuitive interface of Xenon is
great for users at all levels. With
advanced tech like: - Advanced
Dynamic Range Control (ADRC)
with automatic "K" equalization.
- Unique Leveller lets you set a
level that will control the overall
Leveller response, based on the
last choice set. - Two distortion
settings let you level the
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distortion (the "K" setting) but
to two different overall levels of
the signal. - The Advanced K-
System metering shows you
how much distortion you are
applying to your signal, with a
graphic illustration. - Add
variable metering and IRs -
Variable input and output gain
control - With the included free
12-sample library files, you can
listen to a comparison between
Xenon and a free audio editor,
and decide for yourself which
one sounds better. Download
the free trial version and take a
listen to this library file to
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compare against Xenon and
audition the features for
yourself. Supported Formats: -
WAV - AIFF - 24-bit and 32-bit
samples can be auditioned as
well. Kiwa ACI is a monophonic
VST instrument able to simulate
classic analog pianos. ACI is
inspired by the Ernie Legrand's
classic piano sound, and it
features aftertouch aftertouch,
F# resonance, LFO modulation,
a simple MIDI controller, four
independent channels and five
different piano effects: string
resonance, clav, tympani,
damper/pedal and tremolo. The
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main features of ACI are: - An
easy to use, intuitive and solid
interface - Incredible flexibility -
Intuitive parameter editing -
Various piano effects and
unique timbres - MIDI control
and various MIDI effects -
Powerful synthesis engine -
Great sound quality Kiwa ACI is
a monophonic VST instrument
able to simulate classic analog
pianos. ACI is inspired by the
Ernie Legrand's classic piano
sound, and it features
aftertouch aftertouch, F#
resonance, LFO modulation, a
simple MIDI controller, four
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independent channels and five
different piano effects: string
resonance, clav, tympani,
damper/pedal and tremolo. The
main features of ACI are: - An
easy to use, intuitive and solid
interface -

What's New in the?

PSP Xenon is a full band, dual-
stage limiter plug-in featuring
an integrated Leveller,
advanced K-System metering
and psychoacoustically
optimized wordlength reduction.
This plugin comes with 64-bit
precision processing throug its
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signal path, and it can also
operate at sample rates of up to
192kHz. Once you experience
for yourself the pristine,
transparent response and
intuitive design of this plug-in, it
will become your "go to" limiter
for mastering and other critical
audio applications.The present
invention relates to an image
taking apparatus, such as an
electronic still camera, and a
power source. In particular, the
present invention relates to a
power source that can supply
power to a power consumption
portion other than the power
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consumption portion that takes
out a power supply from a
power source used in an
electronic still camera and
transmits a power supply
current, such as a charging
current, thereto. In recent
years, electronic still cameras in
which still images taken by
charged coupled devices (CCDs)
and the like are recorded have
been widely spread. In such a
conventional electronic still
camera, when the charging
voltage has been charged to a
predetermined voltage in a built-
in rechargeable battery, power
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is supplied from the
rechargeable battery to a power
supply portion, such as a CCD,
and the CCD is driven. The
electronic still camera
calculates the number of pixels,
etc. of an image to be taken
and calculates the image size.
When an image signal output
from the power supply portion is
processed, a power
consumption portion other than
the power supply portion is
intermittently or continuously
operated according to the
image size. In a case where the
electronic still camera is driven
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by a rechargeable battery, after
a predetermined time period
from the starting time of
charging, the rechargeable
battery discharges electricity. In
the conventional electronic still
camera, the battery voltage has
been decreased by the
discharge energy of the
rechargeable battery and the
amount of power is decreased
and the battery voltage is
decreased, although the battery
voltage is increased when
power is supplied. Therefore,
when power is supplied, it is
necessary to increase the size
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of the rechargeable battery, as
a result, the size of the
electronic still camera is
increased. In addition, the
required capacity of the
rechargeable battery is
increased by the size of the
electronic still camera.
Accordingly, a power source
that supplies power to a power
consumption portion other than
a power supply portion while
increasing the amount of power
to be supplied has been
desired. In a conventional
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System Requirements For PSP Xenon:

All platforms: *Supported OS:
Windows 8.1 (64bit, required),
Windows 10 (64bit, required),
Mac OS X 10.9 (64bit, required),
Linux 2.6.32 (64bit, required),
Linux 2.6.9 (64bit, required),
Linux 2.6.29 (64bit, required),
Linux 2.6.38 (64bit, required),
Linux 2.6.39 (64bit, required)
*Minimum GPU: NVIDIA GeForce
8400 GS or better
*Recommended GPU
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